Adaptive beamformers are sensitive to mismatch of the array steering vector of the desired signal and motional interference. In particular, when the desired signal is present in training snapshots, even a small error can lead to a serious degradation in performance. In this paper, a new robust adaptive beamforming algorithm via null broadening is investigated, which is obtained by reconstructing and optimizing the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix, and estimating the true steering vector to improve the robustness against array vector errors and motional interference. Simulation results demonstrate that the performance of proposed algorithm outperforms the existing robust adaptive beamformers, and the interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) is close to optimal values.
INTRODUCTION
Adaptive beamforming is a ubiquitous task in array signal processing and has been widely used in sonar, radar, acoustics, seismology, communications and so on (Jian Li,2003; Elnashar,2006; Bucris,2012) . It is well known that even in the ideal case where the signal steering vector is precisely known at the receiving sensor array, the presence of desired signal in the training snapshots can lead to severe performance degradation of adaptive beamforming algorithm (Du, 2010; Gu, 2012) . In addition, a major cause of performance degradation of the algorithm is due to motional interferences and vibration of array platforms, especially when interferences move fast, the weight vector of adaptive beamforming algorithm can't adapt to nonstationary signals quickly, resulting in a sharp performance degradation of the algorithm. Therefore, robust adaptive beamforming has been an intensive research topic, and various robust techniques have been proposed in recent years (Arash, 2012; Yang, 2013) .
In general, these robust methods can be classified into two categories. The first category is mainly optimizing the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix, which is because the exact interference-plus-noise covariance matrix is usually unknown at the receiving sensor array. In this category, the most popular one is diagonal loading technique (Elnashar, 2005) ，where a scaled identity matrix is added to the sample covariance matrix, and Robust Capon beamforming (RCB) proposed in (Jian Li,2003) can be the classical representative. Recently, a new method of interference-plus-noise covariance matrix reconstruction (Gu, 2012) is proposed, where it attempts to reconstruct the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix instead of searching for the optimal diagonal loading factor for the sample covariance matrix, and this method is shown to be more robust than using the sample covariance matrix. However, these approaches are unavailable for interference with fast movement. Therefore, another category of approaches simply processes motional interference. An efficient way to suppress motional interference is null broadening, which makes DOA of motional interference always into the null in the beam pattern. Mailloux (Mailloux, 1995) and Zatman (Zatman, 1995) have independently developed techniques that impart robustness into adapted patterns by judicious choice of null placement and width, and Guerci (Guerci, 1999) unified the two approaches through an introduction of the concept of a "Covariance Matrix Taper (CMT)". The CMT technique is realized by modifying the interference covariance matrix (usually a sample covariance) via a Hadamard product with a positive (semi) definite matrix. However, there are still two disadvantages of this technique which are higher sidelobe gain of beam pattern and shallower null depth.
To address the problems of CMT, we propose a new robust adaptive beamforming algorithm with null broadening for motional interference in this paper. Instead of CMT, the proposed method is performed by expanding the standard Capon spatial spectrum, then reconstructing the interference-plus-noise covariance matrix, and finally estimating the true steering vector to improve the robustness against array steering vector errors. Simulation results demonstrate the correctness and effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.
SIGNAL MODEL
Consider that one desired signal () dt and J narrowband interferers ( ), 1, , Therefore, the received signal on the array can be modeled as 
where w is the weight vector. The optimal solution opt w to the above optimization problem is given by
THE PROPOSED ALGORITHM
It is often desirable to widen the null width associated with an interferer in an adapted pattern to impart robustness into the realized adapted pattern. The CMT null broadening approach is realized by the following modification of the original covariance (sample covariance) matrix (Guerci,1999) 
where ˆX R is the sample covariance, "  " donates Hadamard product, and
MZ
T is the extension matrix. Obviously,
T determines the null width and depth of the beam pattern. However, the MZ T must vary with different array geometries and interference environments, and the dimension of MZ T increases with the increasement of array elements, which leads to more and more complex operation in (5). Moreover, the CMT method has the disadvantages of a lower array gain and shallower null depth. Hence, this method will not be used in our formulation.
In this section, a new adaptive algorithm with null broadening for motional interference is developed. The basic idea of the proposed algorithm is to construct the extension Capon spatial spectrum first, which is realized by the convolution between the standard Capon spatial spectrum and a specific window function, subsequently reconstruct interference-plus-noise covariance matrix with the extension Capon spatial spectrum, which makes the desired signal filtered out effectively, and finally utilize RCB algorithm to estimate the actual steering vector to improve the robustness against mismatch of the array steering vector of the desired signal.
The Novel Null Broadening Techniques
As is known to all, Capon spatial spectrum reflects the spatial response characteristics of adaptive beamformers, and has sharp directional response pattern in the direction of interference. Therefore, if we just adopt the method of interference covariance matrix reconstruction proposed by (Gu, 2012) , the beam pattern can only form a narrow null in the direction of interference. Thus, in order to achieve the wide null in the beam pattern, we propose to construct the extension spatial spectrum () W P  first, and ()
where () P  is the standard Capon spatial spectrum given by (7), ()  a is the steering vector associated with a hypothetical direction  based on the known array structure, () W  is the window function, and "  convolution. Here we adopt Blackman window function to broad the Capon spatial spectrum, and () 
where  is the sidelobe domain of beam pattern. In practical applications, the choice of  is not critical but only ensure that DOAs of all interferences are located except the desired signal. Here, assuming  is the mainlobe angle sector of the beam pattern, in which the desired signal is present. Thus，   covers the whole spatial domain, and   is empty. 
Optimal Steering Vector Estimation
To improve the robustness of the proposed algorithm against mismatch of the array steering vector of the desired signal, we utilize RCB method to estimate the actual steering vector. RCB is based on the uncertainty set of the steering vector to achieve the optimal steering vector estimation, and the method can be described as the following optimization problem (Jian Li,2003) 
where  is the Lagrange multiplier (Jian Li,2003) . Then, the key to this solution is to get the Lagrange multiplier  . For this purpose, we take (11) into the second equality of (10). Thus, the  is obtained as followings (15) can be solved by a Newton-like method. Thus, the term  is used in (11) to obtain the optimal steering vector a  , and the optimization problem of (10) 
SIMULATIONS
We provide numerical simulation results in this section. In our simulations, a ULA with =50 M elements spaced a half wavelength is considered. Two interfering sources are assumed to have DOAs of -60  and 40  , with corresponding interference-to-noise ratio (INR) are 40dB and 50dB respectively. The presumed desired signal impinges on the array from direction 0 =0
In the first example, the proposed algorithm is compared with SCB, RCB and CMT methods. In the proposed algorithm, the general angular location of the desired signal is set to be [ 3 3 ]     and the corresponding sidelobe domain is assumed to be within the interval
 is equal to 3.1349 (Jian Li,2003) . In this simulation, the sample covariance matrix is computed based on 50 N  data snapshots, and the input signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is set to be 0dB. Fig.2 shows beam patterns in the presence of a direction mismatch 2    , which means that the actual desired signal comes from a direction of 2    . It can been found that the beam pattern with proposed algorithm and RCB method form peaks in the actual desired signal DOA of 2    , while CMT and SCB methods form nulls in the same direction. This is because the steering vector estimation is obtained in our method and RCB, while that does not occur in the other two methods. In addition, from the perspective of null depth and sidelobe gain, the proposed algorithm has deeper nulls and much lower sidelobe gain than CMT. Next, we compare beam patterns versus input SNR. Here we employ a fixed snapshots value 50 N  . The Comparison of beam patterns at different SNR is shown in Fig.3 . It can be seen that the sidelobe of the beam patterns with our method keeps a stable value less than -40dB, and peaks are always formed in the main angle sector. That is to say, our method will scarcely be affected by the changes of input SNR. While the CMT method forms nulls in the desired signal direction, with the increasement of SNR.
In addition to the beam pattern analysis above, we conduct quantitative analysis mainly from the perspective of mathematical statistics.
In the next examples, the proposed beamformer is compared to SCB, diagonal loading (LSMI), RCB, interference-plus-noise construction (Reconstruction), and CMT. In the proposed algorithm and Reconstruction method, the sidelobe angular sector is set to be       is the noise variance. In CMT, the  is set to be 0.01 (Mailloux,1995) .
All of the following results are calculated based on 300 Monte Carlo experiments. The output SINR versus input SNR is shown in Fig.4.(a) . In the simulation, we employ 50 N  snapshots and consider a fixed direction mismatch of 2
 
 . It can be observed that the output SINR of 6 methods are consistent at low SNR, meanwhile SCB, LSMI, RCB and CMT suffer from saturation effects with the increase of SNR. While the Reconstruction and proposed algorithm can maintain good SINR performances and achieve near the optimal values, since the reconstructed interference-plus-noise covariance matrix provide a quasisignal-free environment. In the SCB, LSMI and CMT methods, because of the presence of the desired signal and direction mismatch, the actual signal is considered as an interference to be suppressed, which results in the signal cancellation phenomenon. In addition, with the increasement of SNR, the output SINR performance of RCB is better than SCB, LSMI and CMT due to its optimal steering vector estimation against the direction mismatch. In Fig.4.(b) , the output SINR versus number of snapshots for the input SNR fixed at 5dB is shown. We can see that the performance of the proposed algorithm and Reconstruction method almost remain a constant value close to the optimal value, whereas that is much lower with the other four methods. Therefore, the SINR performance of SCB, LSMI, SCB and CMT methods is unsatisfactory under the condition of different snapshots. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm and Reconstruction method enjoys much faster convergence rate than other methods, when the number of snapshots is poor. Fig.4 .(c) illustrates the output SINR of the six methods when the DOAs of the interferers vibrates. Take the DOA of interference as the center and 6° as the maximum offset angle. Simulation demonstrates that the proposed algorithm and CMT outperform all the other methods with the increase of angle offset. Moreover, the proposed method has better SINR performance than CMT, which is because the latter has disadvantages of a lower array gain and shallower null depth. Based on the simulation results, it has been found that the output SINR performance of proposed algorithm outperforms the other methods.
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we develop a novel adaptive beamforming algorithm with null broadening. In the proposed method, the Capon spatial spectrum is expanded firstly by convolving with Blackman window function to achieve the null widening. Subsequently, the expanded spatial spectrum is used to reconstruct the interferenceplus-noise covariance matrix, which makes the desired signal filtered out effectively. And finally we make use of RCB method of optimal steering vector estimation to improve the robustness against mismatch of the array steering vector of the desired signal. Simulation results demonstrate that the proposed algorithm has excellent output SINR performance and good robustness against direction mismatch and angle vibration.
